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ABSTRACf 

In this paper a phase-compensated distributed parameter electro

magnetic delay line suitable for the readout of the positions of 

ionizing tracks in multi-wire proportional charDbers is descdbed. 

Delay lines with delays of 40 to 200 nanoseconds/em having a rectan

gular cross section have been designed. The rectangular cross section 

enables them to be capaci tati vely coupled to the wi re chamb.er simply 

by clamping them on the wire chamber external leads. The .coupling 

coefficients between the chamer and delay line are approximately 

3 to 10%. The electronic readout accuracy is better than ::0.1 Jm\ 

due to the delay line. 

INTIDDOCTICN 

I t was shown in previous papers (1,2) that a readout scheme for a 

wire-proportional chamber using an electromagnetic delay line can be 

made which was considerably simpler and cheaper than the amplifier 

array method. A basic block diagram of the proportional-wire dumber 

and the associated electronics used for the pulse time determination 

is shown in Fig. lao Timing pulses can be obtained from both ends of 

the delay line. After amplification, both signals are applied to 
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separate zero-crossing discriminators. The discriminator output 

pulses are applied to time-to-height converters. The conventional 

pulse-to-height analyzer is used for reasurement of the position of 

the ionizing track and for the detennination of the position accuracy. 

Delay-line readout also offers significantly higher reliability 

than the amplifier per wire method, under actual operating conditions 

of wire-proportional chan'bers. furthermore, the delay-line reacU>ut 

'has the desirable ability to enhance the measurement accuracy by means 

of position infol1llation interpolation between discrete wires of the 

chanber(2). 

In the above mentioned papers we have described the use of conmer

cially available delay lines. Since these delay lines were designed 

primarily for the pmpose of delaying electrical signals in a compact 

device, it soon beC!ilOO apparent that they did not have an optimized 

geometrical configuration and optinnml ~lectrical characteristics for 

wire-chamber readout.COnsequent:1y, a delay line whose geometrical 

amfiguration and electrical properties would be more suited for this 

pUlpose could be designed. The following criteria have been used in 

our development:: (a) rectangular cross section wi. th a sufficiently 

large area so that a high-capacitative coupling coefficient would be 

obtainable, (b) a design that could be readily built for wire chamber 

lengths of 50 to 100 an, (c) delays between 40 to 200 nanoseconds per 

an of. delay line length, wi th very unifol1ll delay dependence on the 

delay-:line length, Cd) delay-line effective bandwidth greater than 

2MIz, with low and unifol1ll1y distributed losses per delay-line length, 

(e) generally, the delay line should be designed without any ferrite 

or magnetic material in it, to allow its usage in the presence of 

magnetic fields of any intensity. 

DELAY LINE DESIGN 

Taking the above given criteria into account, delay lines having 

a rectangular cross section have been designed. Details of the delay 

line design are shown, in Fig. 2. In this paper we describe a specific 
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delay line made on a plastic core, 2.5 an x 0.3 on in cross section 

and 55 on in length. The internal conductor which is grounded consists 

of a mylar foil with longitudinal copper bands on one side. The metal

lic strip side is cemented on to the plastic core. A mylar backing, 

25 microns thick, serves to provide the capacity between the metallic 

bands and the external conductor. The copper bands are appro:xinuite1y 

2 nun wide . They are connected at both ends to the ground pins on the 

plastic. core. The outer amductor consists of a dose1y wOlUld helix 

of #30 gauge copper FotmV'ar wire. In order to reduce the phase distor

tion as described in the following section, phase compensation is 

provided. This is done by means of a mylar strip with etched metallic 

bands of copp~r or alunintDIl, which is Cemented onto one of the flat 

sides of delay line. The other flat surface is left free so that it 

can be used to couple onto the wire leads of the proportional chambers. 

ELECTRICAL OJARACTERISI'ICS 

It is well known that a delay line with one amductor consisting 

of a helix suffers from an appreciable 'degree of dispersion, because 

the effective inductance of the helix decreases with frequency(3) . 

In the conmercial type ''mini-lines,,(4) which we have used previously, 

this dispersion is canpensated by using a zig- zag, winding on a small 

diameter ceramic fonner. Al ternati ve methods of phase compensation 

~re the use of skewed turns on a helical winding(5) and the use of 

floating patches (6) In' the pres~t design the floating patch method 

has been used, since it allows the use of a simple helical winding. 

Also, the compensation can be made with a high degree of unifonni ty 

along the total delay line length. This is done by cementing onto 

the delay line a long strip of mylar with thin metallic bands on it. 

The amount of compensation is adjusted by varying the pitch of the 

compensating bands. 
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Figure 3 shows the response of the delay line to a step ftmction 

input with a rise time of SO nanoseconds to simulate the chamber 

response. The traces (a) and (b) were taken with the delay line tm

compensated; (a) shows the output when the pulse is fed in as in a 

conventional delay line. The oscillations seen in the output are due 

to the higher frequencies propagating with a larger velocities than 

the ,lower freqtl3Jlcies. The trace (b) was taken with the input pul$e 

fed in capacitative1y in a chamber configuration. The capacitative 

input has the effect of differentiating the input step ftmction; this 

romined with the dispersion produces the resultant, effect seen in 

Fig. 3b. The traces 3c and 3d were taken with the delay line compensa

ted. From this it can be seen that the caupensation produces a clean 

pulse whose arrival can be timed to an accuracy of 1 nanosecond. 

As mentioned above, the- collq)ensation fur the dispersion is obtained 

by use of the mylar strip with the aluninun bands., The angle of the 

bands is selected ellq)irica1ly by observing the effect on input step 

ftnctions. For the bestc~atingeffect the angle between the 

longer axis of the delay line and metallized bands turned out to' be 

4S± 3 degrees, for the particular line described here. The amplitude 

response as a ftmction of frequency of this line is shown in Fig. 4 

with cOllq)ensating bands at the optimtun angle and with a resistive 

terminating illq)edance Ro = 620 n. 

PROPORI'IONAL CHAMBER APPLICATICNS, 

In the proportional chanber readout applications the signal is not 

fed from one end as in conventional delay line use, but it is coupled 

capacitatively from each wire of the chanber to the helix. The connec

tion to the chamber is shown schematically in Fig. lb. The coupling 

coefficient of such a line is approximately from 3 to 4~for signals 

injected from anyone wire. A somewhat higher coupling, in the range 

from 5 to 10% c~ be obtained if the delay line is coupled onto the 

wire leads by means ofa glycerine or a Ti '02-epoxy mixture layer since 

they have;, dielectric constants of40 and 14 respectively. 
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Figure 5 shows the delay of the pulse as a ftmction of the distance 

between this input--fed in capacitatively--and the end of the line. 

The linearity depends on thetmifonnity of inductance, shtmt capacity 

and compensating capacity per tmit length. In oUr line, aside from 

a region 2 em long at either end, the deviatiors fran: linearity are 

less than !:. 0.2 m.The end deviations are due to the fact that the 

mutual inductance which is tniform along the line becaaes rapidly 

smaller where ~ehelical winding begins and ends.,. 

The ~litude of the output pulse as a ftmction of the, input pulse 

position is 'shown in Fig. 6. In 6a we plot the attenuation of the 

amplitude as a ftmction of the distance from a chanber wire to the end 

of the delay line. In 6b we plot the attenuation of the area of the 

pulse as a function of distance. The reason for doing this is that 

timing discriminators which operate by a coq>arison of integrated 

pulses (7) can be uSed and give a' more accurate detemination of pulse 

Positions, than' the II'lOre conventional zero crossing discriminators. 

In6Cwe show the change in pulse' shape as a fimction of position:. 

CCNCLUSIONs 

It is shown that use of distributed parameter-eiectromagnetic 

delay lines offer a ve:ry s atisfacto:ry 'method for, proportional-'wi re 

chanber readout. The readout delay line has beeIl designed ~th the 

folloWing ~charu.cal and electrical parameters: 

Core Length 

Winding Length 
, Width 

Thickness 

Grotmd Strip Width

Grotmd Strip Area 

58.3 em 

57 em 

2.6 em 

0.9 em 

3em 

170 em2 

#30 wire, 34 turns/em 

~\ 



Total Capacity 

Capaci ty per an 
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4.73 nF 

83 pF/an 

Total Inductance L 1.9 mh @ 10 KHz 

Inductance per an 33.3 lJh 
Total Delay 2 . 7 l.lS 

Delay per on 47.7 ns 

Zo ~ 620 fl (experi.mental datun) 

Rise Time 

Delay/Rise Time Ratio ~ 

220 ns 

12.5 

The main disadvantage of the delay'line described here for 'propor

tional chauber readout is that two pulse resolution is not satisfactory, 

although it may be compensated for by timing the arrival of the pulses 

to the two ends of the line. However, this method will not be effec

tive for three pulses or more. A very' important exceptio& to this 

is in the location of showers, where the following data call be obtained: 

(a) the position of the centroid of the shower cb) the width of the 

shower (c) the total energy deposited by, the shower in a given chamber 

gap. The' ~~g type timing discriminators mentioned previously 

can be used to obtain this infonnation(S). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(a) Basic Block Diagram of the proportional channer and 

associated electronics used for the pulse time 

detennination. 

(b) Cross section of channer showing rectangular delay line, 

capacitatively coupled to channer leads. 

Fig. 2. Details of rectangular cross-section delay line with floating 

patch, phase-compensation. 

Fig. 3. Output pulses from delay line sharing effects of <phase can

pensation. The· input pulse is a step ftmction with a rise 

time of 50 nsec to simulate the chamber input. 

(a) Uncompensated line -- output pulse at far end. 

(b) Uncanpensated line -- olJtputpulse for input fed; 

capacitatively to simulated channer input. 

(c) Output pulse from caupensated deIst line. 

(d) Output pulse from compensated delay line for input fed 

in capaci tati vely as in (b). 

Fig. 4. Frequency response of delay line shows band pass at 3 db = 

2.5 KIz. 

Fig. 5. Linearity response of delay line showing end effects. 

Fig. 6. Response of delay line to simulated channer inputs fed in 

capacitatively. 

(a) Output pulse amplitude as a ftmction of distance of 

input pulse. 
(b). Output pulse area as a ftmction of distance of input 

pulse. The attenuation is smaller than (a) indicating 

the preferential use of integrating dis~nators. 

(c) Shape of output pulses as a function of input pulse 

positiori. 
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